Work securely and
productively in the
cloud with Chrome
browser

75%

Simple to manage and keeps your
organization secure, Chrome is the
browser for your enterprise.
With the rise of cloud apps, the role of the browser is changing
rapidly. It’s now a critical endpoint; a strategic productivity and
security layer in the enterprise tech stack.

of the time spent on devices is
in the browser or in virtual
meetings (for cloud workers1).

Employee behaviors are changing, too. With a huge rise in ﬂexible
working, employees expect the ability to access their cloud-based
applications from their device of choice – often via their browser.
In response to these changing dynamics, Chrome builds on the
foundation of Chromium to deliver enterprise-grade speed, security,
and stability to your workforce

Empower your workforce while keeping your organization safe
Chrome combines the innate helpfulness of Google with enterprise-grade security and management controls. Which
means that your workers can be more productive, with all their favorite apps and tools at their ﬁngertips. And your IT team
can gain full visibility into their browser deployments, while the business is protected against web-based threats.

Google innovation in every tab
Tap into the broadest and deepest technology ecosystem on the web, and help your employees do their best work.

A rich array of productivity
tools are built-in to help users,
such as Google Search, Google
Translate and more.

Google has released millions of
lines of code to the open source
community that works together
to improve the browser.
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Start with Chrome, then launch
into enterprise tools like Google
Cloud Platform, Google
Workspace, Chrome OS, and
more.

1
A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf
of Google, "Cloud Workers Are Key To Disruption Preparedness", 2020

A more productive way
to work in the cloud
Simplify the way your cloud workers
get tasks done on the web.

Access open tabs on any device

Give users what they want

With Chrome sync and cross-platform
compatibility, you can take bookmarks,
extensions, and open tabs across any
platform or device.

From personal to professional, choose the
browser more workers already use at
home, so they can jump right in and be
productive faster.

Find ﬁles and info faster
Easily access work ﬁles from Chrome’s
“omnibox”, the two-in-one search bar for
both Google Search and Google Drive.

Proactive defense
against threats and
user error
Protect your organization from
external and internal threats with
Chrome’s built-in protections.

Protect users from web threats

Alert users about passwords

Chrome’s Safe Browsing will help your
users steer clear of infected or malicious
sites, providing timely warnings to prevent
users from visiting them.

Protect enterprise accounts by sending
users a warning when they re-use their
corporate password.

Prevent the spread of
malicious code
The site isolation feature stops malicious
code spreading within different processes
on the same tab.

Set permissions for extensions
Create allowlists and blocklists for
extensions or use a permissions-based
approach to security.

Easy, centralized
management with
Chrome Cloud
Management

Manage across
platforms centrally

Manage apps and extensions
in one place

With uniﬁed browser management, you
can manage everything across platforms
from a single console.

Use built-in tools for extension
management, with the option to
force-install or block extensions across
machines.

Give IT admins full visibility and
cross-platform control with Chrome
management tools.

Meet internal governance and compliance
standards with granular functionality
controls.

Stay compliance ready

Gain greater visibility
Review browser details and access
detailed reporting to make more informed
decisions around users and security.

To download or learn more about Chrome and its
additional management capabilities, visit
chrome.com/enterprise

Streamline on-prem management
Use Chrome’s Group Policy for on-prem
management, with hundreds of policies
available for Windows.

Get 24/7 support from
Chrome experts
With the option of 24/7 access to
specialists within Chrome Enterprise
Support, your workers won’t miss a beat.

